Hydrogen bonding and equilibrium isotope enrichment in histidine-containing proteins.
We have measured deuterium/hydrogen fractionation in three histidine-containing proteins, ecHPr, ecHPr mutant S31A, and bsHPr, and in random coil peptides using NMR and mass spectrometry. The amide protons of unstructured peptides exhibit equilibrium enrichment for deuterium, in agreement with previous studies. Enrichment for both protium and deuterium was observed in both HPrs, with fractionation factors ranging from 0.63 to 1.41. Enrichment for protium was seen in alpha-helical secondary structure. 'Strong' HBs previously identified by mutagenesis and thermodynamic measurements are significantly enriched for protium. Sites of protium enrichment are conserved in a structural context across species lines, though ecHPr and bsHPr share only 30% sequence identity, suggesting that strong HBs are conserved and may play an important role in stabilizing the folded state.